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ABSTRACT

The spatial autocorrelation and spatially averaged coher-
ency (SPAC) methods of processing Rayleigh-wave micro-
tremor noise observations for estimation of S-wave velocity
profiles traditionally require a circular or triangular array
symmetry to allow spatial (azimuthal) averaging of intersta-
tion coherencies over a constant station separation. Common
processing methods allow for station separations to vary by
typically �10% in the azimuthal averaging before degrada-
tion of the SPAC spectrum is excessive. Transformation of a
set of frequency-coherency spectra to wavenumber-coher-
ency spectra (kr spectra) allows spatial averaging of spectra
from multiple pairs of sensors irrespective of differences in
spatial separation of the pairs. The method is called krSPAC
and is implemented by iterative direct fitting of observed and
model kr spectra to determine an optimal layered-earth S-
wave velocity model. The observed kr spectra are updated
with each iteration of the velocity model because the wave-
number is a function of model phase velocity that varies with
each iteration of the modeling process. The method proves
applicable when modeling either with the assumption of
fundamental mode Rayleigh-wave propagation or with a
summation of fundamental and higher modes. The method
proves robust when compared with alternative methodolo-
gies using symmetric and asymmetric arrays on a sample of
synthetic data and on field data in which station spacings
vary from 70 to 800 m side lengths.

INTRODUCTION

Array-based microtremor methods make use of the fact that back-
ground seismic noise is dominated by surface waves; if only vertical

components are measured, then it is the Rayleigh-wave fraction of
energy that is observed. The use of an array allows measurement of
the dispersive property of Rayleigh waves (phase velocities vary
with frequency) from which the S-wave velocity VS profile (varia-
tion with depth) may be obtained for the location by model fitting or
inversion.
The choice of method for extracting dispersion curves (DCs)

from passive seismic or microtremor energy depends strongly on
assumptions as to the nature of the wavefield and on the instrumen-
tal and logistical constraints on array complexity used for field ob-
servations. Concepts of surface-wave propagation and how they are
used to extract information on layering of the earth are reviewed by
Levshin et al. (2018) with an emphasis on applications to regional
and crustal studies of the earth. Foti et al. (2015) review surface-
wave methodology applied to the upper tens and hundreds of meters
of the earth. In this paper, we limit ourselves to a discussion of
Rayleigh-type surface waves only (because they are detectable us-
ing vertical-component seismometers) and we limit our processing
methodology to the use of small arrays (typically four to seven seis-
mometers) processed using variants of the spatial autocorrelation
or spatially averaged coherency (SPAC) method. The basic SPAC
method as originated by Aki (1957) contains two important assump-
tions, one of an azimuthal distribution of wave sources, and another
of measurement using a symmetric array; these two assumptions may
force different array requirements whereby a strongly directional but
unknown source demands the use of a dense and symmetric array,
and a wholly diffuse or isotropic wavefield allows use of an elemental
two-station array (Chavez-Garcia et al., 2006). A third assumption
inherent in the basic SPAC method is that wave energy is confined
to a single mode.
Three classes of array methods exist for processing data that vio-

late one or more of these assumptions. Beam forming (also called
frequency-wavenumber processing) methods, in principle, can re-
solve the direction to the source and multiple modes at the expense
of complex arrays but with the advantage that the array need not be
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symmetric. Foti et al. (2018) and Asten and Hayashi (2018) provide
reviews and comparisons of these methods. Seismic interferometry
is a more recent alternative methodology (Mulargia and Castellaro,
2013; Cheng et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017). This may be considered
as a time-domain method analogous to the frequency-domain
method represented by SPAC (e.g., Tsai and Moschetti, 2010), pos-
sessing an advantage of not requiring array symmetry, but it is math-
ematically more cumbersome (Asten and Hayashi, 2018). The
objective of this paper is to develop a variant of the SPAC method
maintaining the advantages of frequency-domain computation and
application to small arrays, but releasing the user from the require-
ment of array symmetry.
A fourth approach to microtremor observation and analysis used

either as an adjunct to or alternative to array studies is to record 3C
data on at least one sensor. This allows the horizontal:vertical spec-
tral ratio (HVSR) method to be used as a further constraint on the
S-wave velocity profile. It is generally observed that the HVSR
method allows the use of lower frequencies than does the SPAC
method alone (see, e.g., Hayashi et al., 2011; Asten et al., 2014;
Asten and Hayashi, 2018). Formal combined inversion of DC data
and HVSR data is now in common use (e.g., Ikeda et al., 2013;
Pina-Flores et al., 2017; Cercato, 2018; Molnar et al., 2018). How-
ever, in this paper, we confine our study to vertical-component mi-
crotremor array data only, as observed with nonsymmetric arrays.
We begin with the multiple-mode SPAC (MMSPAC) method de-

scribed by Asten et al. (2004) and Asten (2006a). The method
builds on the basic spatial autocorrelation (SPAC) method described
by Aki (1957) and Okada (2003), but it differs from most other im-
plementations (such as Picozzi and Albarello, 2007; Di Giulio et al.,
2012) by making use of direct fitting of averaged interstation
coherency spectra for layered-earth models (also used by Wathelet
et al., 2005), rather than the more common approach of extracting
phase-velocity DCs followed by inversion of the dispersion data for
a layered-earth model.
The MMSPAC direct-fitting method has been applied in urban

areas (Roberts and Asten, 2007; Stephenson et al., 2009), suburban

areas (Boore and Asten, 2008; Claprood and Asten, 2009; Asten
et al., 2013), and remote areas (Schramm et al., 2012; Smith et al.,
2013). It has particular advantages in allowing the use of higher
frequencies than can generally be accessed when using the more
common approach of inversion of the phase velocity DC to a lay-
ered-earth model of S-wave velocities (Asten, 2006b). The algorithm
used in the earlier references is augmented here by modeling the “ef-
fective Rayleigh mode,” which is the summation of multiple modes
based on the theoretical energy partition between modes resulting
from ideal vertical impacts on a layered earth (Arai and Tokimatsu,
2004, 2005; Ikeda et al., 2012, 2013).
The SPAC method depends for its effectiveness on azimuthal

averaging of interstation coherencies either by an azimuthal distri-
bution of wave-propagation directions or by the use of multiple
pairs of stations distributed in an azimuth in an array, or both. Thus,
an array of seismometers arranged in one or more equilateral triangles
is a common approach. Asten et al. (2014) give examples of how this
may be achieved in areas of limited access. Bettig et al. (2001) de-
velop an extended methodology called modified SPAC (MSPAC)
allowing azimuthal averaging using arrays containing some depar-
tures from symmetry, a method implemented in the public domain
geopsy software (Geopsy Team, 2019).
In this study, we extend the direct-fitting MMSPAC method to

allow its use with arbitrarily asymmetric arrays. We have given the
method the name krSPAC as described by Asten et al. (2013, 2015).
We show that the krSPAC formulation allows SPAC processing to
be applied in a precise sense to asymmetric arrays thus releasing the
interpreter (and the field practitioner) from the need to use averag-
ing or integration approximations, such as that used by Bettig et al.
(2001), on interstation distances within an array.

AZIMUTHAL AVERAGING WITH IRREGULAR
STATION SPACING USING krSPAC

The concept of azimuthal averaging of coherencies for a plane
wave passing multiple pairs of stations can be expressed, following
Aki (1957), Okada (2003), and Asten (2006a), in the form

ρðfÞ ¼
Z

eikr cos θdθ ¼ J0ðkrÞ; (1)

where ρ is the coherency spectrum, f is the frequency,
k ¼ 2πf∕CðfÞ is the wavenumber, CðfÞ is the phase velocity DC,
r is a constant station separation, θ is the azimuthal angle of a sta-
tion pair relative to the plane-wave vector, and J0 is the Bessel func-
tion of zero order. When performing interpretation via direct fitting
of SPAC spectra, we use equation 1 with a known value of r and a
forward model DC CðfÞ as obtained by using the routine sdisp96
from Herrmann (2013). Thus, we compute a model SPAC spectra
that are fitted to the observed azimuthally averaged SPAC spectrum
(Figure 1). The direct fitting is achieved by iterative forward
modeling; the quality of the fit over a given bandwidth is measured
objectively by the standard deviation of the fit, and variables in a
layered earth model (S-wave velocity VS and thickness h) are varied
to achieve a best fit via a least-squares criterion. Further details and
examples are given by Asten et al. (2014) and Asten and Hayashi
(2017, 2018).
For an array of four stations in a centered equilateral triangle

(such as triangle ABC of Figure 2), the azimuthally averaged
observed SPAC spectrum becomes

Figure 1. (a) Three ideal interstation coherency spectra, in which
minimum to maximum station separations vary by 30%. (b) Addi-
tion of the three coherency spectra. In this example, the averaged
spectrum is useful only to the second minimum.
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ρðfÞ ¼ ½ρ1ðfÞ þ ρ2ðfÞ þ ρ3ðfÞ�∕3; (2)

where ρi are the coherency spectra for individual pairs of stations. If
the wavefield is omnidirectional, each of the three terms in equa-
tion 3 approximates a Bessel function and equation 2 may be
written as

ρðkrÞ ¼ ½ρ1ðkr1Þ þ ρ2ðkr2Þ þ ρ3ðkr3Þ�∕3; (3)

≈½J0ðkr1Þ þ J0ðkr2Þ þ J0ðkr3Þ�∕3; (4)

where ri is equal and can be either the radius or
the side length of the triangle. If the triangle is
slightly irregular in shape, then the three J0 terms
are no longer additive at higher wavenumbers
and the shape of the averaged coherency curve
cannot be solved for the wavenumber and phase
velocity. Figure 1 shows an example in which
the minimum to maximum station separations
vary by 30% (a common scenario when using the
MSPAC approach).
For an assumed DC CðfÞ and a single average

r-value for an array, we can use equation 3 to
sum observed SPAC spectra for multiple pairs of
stations (the MMSPAC approach). For an asym-
metric array, the ri is not equal but equation 3
remains valid as a method to sum the observed
SPAC spectra. As a detail of implementation,
the abscissa for the three complex spectra repre-
sented in equation 3 have different sampling due
to the different values of ri, and it is necessary to
resample the spectra using a cubic spline to per-
form the addition. The averaged observed spec-
trum ρðkrÞ changes with each iteration involving
an updated model dispersion, but this presents no
problem in implementing the iterative inversion
process previously described.

MODELING WITH THE RAYLEIGH
EFFECTIVE MODE Re

Although very useful results can be obtained
from observations of microtremor noise by treat-
ing surface-wave energy as being solely of the
fundamental mode, multiple studies have demon-
strated the presence of multiple modes; see the
examples in Asten and Hayashi (2018) and an
extensive discussion in Appendix 5 of Foti et al.
(2018). The partition of energy between multiple
modes creates additional variables for interpreta-
tion, and one simple assumption in many cases
reduces that uncertainty — that is, the definition
of an “effective mode” Re. The assumption is that
the energy partition between modes follows the
theoretical partition, which applies for a vertical-
impact point source on a layered earth, and we
use a formulation from Tokimatsu et al. (1992)

and Ikeda et al. (2012). If a layered model has one or more boun-
daries with a high acoustic impedance contrast, the DC for Re typ-
ically lies close to the first or second higher mode for about an
octave of frequencies (Foti et al., 2018).
Asten and Hayashi (2018) show examples of the MMSPAC

method incorporating the effective mode Re, and it is apparent that
although some sites demonstrate adherence to the “point-source”
energy partition assumption, others do not. We expect that a range
of cultural sources of microtremor energy will couple to the earth
with nonvertical forces, and that some sites will be nonlayered thus
providing a geologic departure from the Re assumptions. Where a
large number of geophones or seismometers is available, arrays of
seven (preferably 10–15) sensors allow the use of frequency-wave-
number processing such as that described by Poggi et al. (2017).

Figure 2. (a) The VS versus depth profile used for synthetic microtremor array data
(model N104 from Cornou et al., 2006, p. 1172). (b) Phase velocity DCs for the model
of (a). The red, yellow, and green lines are the Rayleigh modes R0, R1, and R2, respec-
tively. The blue line is the effective mode Re. (c) The squares show position of receivers in
an inner ring (hexagon) and outer triangle in the synthetic data set. The black lines show a
subset making a symmetric four-station triangular array ABC centered on G, selected for
this study. The red lines show an alternative asymmetric four-station triangular array ABK
(the red lines) centered on J. (d) Observed and model SPAC spectra for the radii of sym-
metric triangle ABC, length 179 m. Black: observed SPAC computed from synthetic time-
series data. Red: model R0 mode computed for the layered earth of (a) above. Blue: model
Re mode for the same earth; the Re curve overprints the R0 curve for most of the spectrum.
Yellow: model R1 mode. The thick black line shows the frequency range 1–8 Hz over
which we compute standard deviation of the fit of observed SPAC with model SPAC. The
functions σðR0Þ and σðReÞ are the standard deviations of observed SPAC from the R0, Re
model SPAC, respectively. (e) Observed and model SPAC spectra for the sides of sym-
metric triangle ABC, length 310 m. Colors and symbols as for (d).
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These methods can, in principle, identify multi-
ple modal phase velocities regardless of the
energy partition between the modes. However,
where few sensors are used in an array, thus
reducing the effectiveness of the frequency-
wavenumber analysis, the effective mode method
with its inherent assumption regarding the energy
partition between modes is a useful approxi-
mation.
In the development of the krSPAC method,

we perform the transformation to the kr domain
using the fundamental mode DC because the ef-
fective mode curve frequently shows discontinu-
ities or other rapid variations in its derivative.
However, we include the effective mode formu-
lation in the modeled DC, thus allowing Re to
appear as a perturbation on a smooth reference
curve. Although we use Re as part of our analy-
sis, we continue to recognize that the Re concept
has limitations as an approximation and it may
not be applicable to the energy partition between
modes at any given site.

krSPAC COMPAREDWITHMMSPAC
FROM SYMMETRIC ARRAYS

We first apply krSPAC to synthetic data
generated for blind tests of microtremor array

methods held in conjunction with the European Seismological
Commission 2006 Symposium (Cornou et al., 2006). We select syn-
thetic data set N104 because it has a shallow (25 m) and a deep
(275 m) interface showing a strong VS contrast (Figure 2a), and
we select a triangular array of radius 179 m from the data set. Syn-
thetic microtremor data were generated using sources having ran-
dom force orientation and amplitude (Moczo and Kristek, 2002),
with the associated wavefield computed using the wavenumber-
based method of Hisada (1994, 1995). Synthetic sources were
randomly distributed over an approximately circular area of radius
500 m, thus including sources within, near, and far from the mod-
eled array (Cornou et al., 2006, pp. 1131 and 1172–1173).
Figure 2 shows the layered earth model used to generate the

synthetic data and the computed phase velocity Rayleigh modes.
Figure 2 also shows the four-station equilateral triangle array used
for this conventional MMSPAC processing and model fitting. It is
evident that the useful fitting range of frequencies for (synthetic)
observed and (known) model SPAC spectra is a wide band from
1 to 10 Hz, with fits extending to the 6th and 10th maxima for

the station separations of 179 and 310 m, respec-
tively.
Sensitivity studies were conducted by sepa-

rately perturbing the thickness of layer 1 and layer
2 of the source model (Figure 2a), using the
method described by Asten and Hayashi (2018).
These sensitivities show that the frequency range
1–2 Hz defines the lower VS contrast (depth
275 m), whereas the frequency range 3–5 Hz
defines the upper interface (depth 25 m). It is ob-
vious that the frequency band 2–4 Hz is strongly
influenced by higher modes and, hence, meaning-
ful fitting of a model requires use of the Rayleigh-

Figure 3. (a) Synthetic data: observed and model SPAC spectra for the radii of asym-
metric triangle ABK of Figure 2c, mean length rm ¼ 146 m. Lengths JA, JB, JK ¼ 198,
119, 121 m, respectively, as shown in Figure 2c. (b) Observed and model SPAC spectra
for the sides of triangle ABK, mean length rm ¼ 250 m. Lengths AB, BK, KA ¼ 310,
199, 238 m, respectively. Colors and symbols as for Figure 2c. (c) Observed and model
krSPAC spectra for the radii of asymmetric triangle ABK. The horizontal axis is in units
of kr (dimensionless). The thick horizontal black line shows the same frequency band
for calculation of standard deviation, converted to the kr scale. Annotations show the
position of 1, 3, 5, 8, and 10 Hz on the kr scale, for r ¼ 146 m. Colors and symbols as
for Figure 2d. (d) Observed and model krSPAC spectra for the sides of triangle ABK.

Figure 4. Best-fit thickness and sensitivity of top layer thickness h1
for radial station pairs of Figure 2c. Observed data and colors as for
Figure 2d. Maximum change in σðReÞ is set at 0.015 over the useful
frequency band 1–8 Hz. The thin dashed blue line and thin solid
blue line are modeled Re for h1 perturbed, respectively, by
�3%. See Table 1 for best-fit value of h1 and perturbation
limits.

Table 1. Range of variation of the upper layer thickness for the model shown
in Figure 2a, within the criterion that the maximum change in σ�Re� is 0.015.
Figure 4 graphically shows the perturbations applied to Figure 2d.

Array rm Frequency (Hz) h1 (m) Range (m) Range (%)

Figure 2d 179 1–8 25.8 25.2–26.6 �3

Figure 3a 146 1–4 25 23.3–26.8 �7

Figure 3c 146 1–8 25.2 24.4–26 �3
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wave effective mode (Re), following the method of Ikeda et al.
(2012). Interpretation of the observed data using the fundamental-
mode Rayleigh wave alone (R0) results in significant error, and as
a historical note we observe that a blind interpretation of this data
set (Asten and Roberts, 2006) conducted before addition of effec-
tive-mode modeling to MMSPAC software, resulted in an estimate
of VS for the mid-layer 60% too high, with a thickness 100% too
large.
Figure 2d and 2e shows the standard deviations σðR0Þ, σðReÞ, of

the fit between the synthetic observed data and the model SPAC
curves (computed for the known layered earth of Figure 2a) for
the fundamental and effective Rayleigh modes. It is apparent
that in this instance σðR0Þ is about double σðReÞ, which is large,
given that a general rule with such fits is that a 10% change in
σ corresponds to an obvious misfit (Asten et al., 2014; Asten and
Hayashi, 2018).
Figure 3 shows the SPAC spectra and their fit to the known model

curves for the asymmetrical triangle of Figure 2c. The upper pair of
plots shows the SPAC spectra after conventional azimuthal averag-
ing over the unequal station separations, plotted versus frequency. It
is apparent that a useful curve fitting is possible in this example over
the frequency band of 1–4 Hz, but the fit above 4 Hz is meaningless
(the gray-shaded areas of the plots in Figure 3). However, when the
observed and model data are plotted versus kr (where the coherency
curve for each pair of stations is transformed to the kr-space before
azimuthal averaging), then the fit of the observed and model SPAC
curves extends to 8 or 10 Hz (Figure 3c and 3d). Thus, the krSPAC
approach delivers an additional octave of useful frequencies for the
chosen array, which approximates to a factor of five in usable
(shorter) wavelengths.
We provide a quantitative example of the reduction of uncertainty

when the krSPAC method is used instead of the MMSPAC method
on the asymmetric array of Figure 2c. Figure 4 shows how a per-
turbation method may be applied to a chosen parameter of the lay-
ered earth model, with the resulting change in standard deviation
σðReÞ of the fit between model and (synthetic) field data providing
a measure of the resolution of that parameter. We make a subjective
choice of an acceptable change in standard deviation then apply
perturbations to the upper layer thickness h1 of Figure 2a to deter-
mine the best-fit thickness and error bounds al-
lowed by the specified maximum change in
standard deviation.
The same perturbation process is applied to the

observed and model data of the asymmetric array
of Figure 3a (SPAC) and 3c (krSPAC), with
the results listed in Table 1. For this example,
the uncertainty bounds are closely similar for the
conventional MMSPAC interpretation using the
large symmetric triangle of Figure 2c compared
with the krSPAC interpretation using the asym-
metric triangle. However, the uncertainty more
than doubles when using MMSPAC with the
asymmetric triangle.
The very close correspondence between the

krSPAC representation of synthetic data and
an effective-mode layered-earth fitted model
provides validation of the krSPAC method devel-
oped here, where assumptions inherent in the
formulation are valid. We note that although

the krSPAC formulation presented and demonstrated here uses aver-
aging over only three pairs of stations, there is no reason why the
algorithm cannot be applied to an arbitrary number of pairs of var-
iable spacing. For example, the three radial pairs and the three side-
length pairs of the triangle could be combined, but we have chosen
to keep the two groups separate to be able to compare fitted krSPAC
spectra on two complementary plots. We now consider examples
of the method applied to asymmetric arrays of real field data. A sep-
arate paper (Stephenson et al., 2019) demonstrates the krSPAC meth-
odology applied to the twin challenges of a very deep Quaternary
basin (to depths of order 2 km), and where cultural and access lim-
itations caused arrays to become grossly asymmetric, with side
lengths differing by a factor of two or more.

krSPAC COMPARED WITH MMSPAC FROM
SYMMETRIC ARRAYS — FIELD EXAMPLE

The krSPAC method is tested on data from the Saratoga test site,
San Jose, California, where borehole VS logs to 300 m depth are
available and a range of active and passive seismic methods have
been applied (see Figure 17 of Boore and Asten, 2008). Figure 5

Figure 5. Seismic arrays used for microtremor recordings at Saratoga
(STGA) site. Yellow lines: equilateral triangles used for MMSPAC
analysis. Blue lines: an asymmetric array used for krSPAC analysis.
Point G is 589044E 4128782N USNG.

Figure 6. (a) Best-fit (blue) layered-earth model for the STGA site, fitted using sym-
metric arrays ABC and DGE of Figure 5. Brown line: a borehole VS log smoothed with a
running mean of length 2 m. (b) Modeled phase velocities: the red, yellow, and green
lines are the Rayleigh modes R0, R1, and R2, respectively. The blue line is the effective
mode Re.
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shows the layout of a pair of triangular arrays and an asymmetric
triangle used to test the krSPAC method. Figure 6 shows the best fit
layered-earth model and the VS log; note that the model differs to a
small degree from that shown in Boore and Asten (2008) due to the
recent use of the effective mode Re in SPAC processing at this site.
The plots in Figure 7a and 7b show an example of MMSPAC

interpretation using the large equilateral triangle of Figure 5.
Figure 7c and 7d shows the fit achieved if using MMSPAC process-
ing on the asymmetrical triangle of Figure 5. The loss of high-
frequency information (shown as the shaded areas of the plots) com-
pared with that of the symmetric triangle is obvious. Figure 7e and
7f shows the equivalent plots for the asymmetrical triangle when
using krSPAC. It is evident that the krSPAC averaging preserves
information in the higher order maxima and minima of the J0 func-
tion, even though the interstation distances differ by up to 30% from
the mean.
Plots of individual coherency spectra for the radii of the asym-

metrical triangle DBC (Figure 5) are shown in Figure 8. These plots
further illustrate the utility of transformation from frequency to kr
space when performing the spatial average on data from an asym-
metrical triangle.

krSPAC APPLIED TO THE PLEASANTON ARRAY

Ambient noise has been recorded on an asymmetric seismic array
with a diameter of approximately 1 km, as installed in suburban
Pleasanton, California (Figure 9a). These data are used in a direct
comparison of interpretation by MSPAC implemented in geopsy
software and by krSPAC (Figures 9b and 10, respectively). For this
example, the modeling is limited to the R0 mode only, for two rea-
sons. First, the MSPAC models provided used only the R0 mode,
and second, the direct-fitting krSPAC shows anomalous behavior in

Figure 7. (a and b) The STGA site: MMSPAC in-
terpretation using fitted field and model SPAC
spectra for the symmetrical large equilateral tri-
angle array ABC of Figure 5. (a) Uses radii from
center G. (b) Uses triangle sides. Black: observed
MMSPAC. Red: best-fit model SPAC for mode R0
using the layered-earth model from Figure 6. Blue:
best-fit model SPAC for mode Re for the same
earth; the Re curve overprints the R0 curve for most
of the spectrum. Yellow: model curves for mode
R1. The gray shading shows frequencies regarded
as being of no value. Thick black line shows the
frequency range 0.5–10 Hz used for the computa-
tion of the standard deviation of model fits. The
functions σðR0Þ and σðReÞ are the standard devia-
tions of fits for alternative modesR0 andRe, respec-
tively. (c and d) MMSPAC interpretation using
fitted field and model SPAC spectra for the asym-
metrical triangle array DBC, center G, of Figure 5.
The useful frequency band (unshaded) is reduced
by about an octave. (e and f) krSPAC interpretation
for the same asymmetrical array data of (c and d).
The useful frequency band and the formal standard
deviation of observed and model fits are compa-
rable with those for data from the symmetrical array
shown in (a and b).

Figure 8. STGA site: summation using equation 3 for krSPAC.
Black lines: interstation coherency spectra for radii of the asymmet-
ric triangle, station pairs GD, GC, GB, and the krSPAC average.
Red line: theoretical J0 (kr) for mode R0 using the layered-earth
model of Figure 6a and the varying r-values.
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the frequency band 0.7–1.4 Hz, which (unlike other sites discussed
here) cannot readily be fit using the effective-mode algorithm; pos-
sible reasons for such anomalous behavior are beyond the scope of
this paper.
Figure 9b shows that with MSPAC, the maximum useful fre-

quency was approximately 1 Hz, and the interpretation yielded a

three-layer model with the top layer being 150 m thick and undif-
ferentiated (Figure 11c and 11d). The useful upper frequency using
direct fitting of frequency SPAC shows an increase of about one
octave (Figure 10a and 10b). However, when using krSPAC, we
see that useful frequencies extend upward by an additional octave
(Figure 10c and 10d). Thus, the useful frequency range for krSPAC

Figure 9. (a) Pleasanton seismic array, California. The black lines show array used for MSPAC, and the blue lines are the asymmetric triangle
used for krSPAC. (b) MSPAC interpretation on seven-station array, using geopsy software; useful frequencies are below 1 Hz with average
station spacings of 410, 530, 800, and 960 m.
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is 4× larger than for MSPAC, and the corresponding useful
Rayleigh wavelengths are shorter by a factor of approximately 10,
giving resolution of VS for the upper 10 m of soil.
Figure 11 shows a comparison of phase-velocity DCs and VS

versus depth profiles, for the two models derived at the Pleasanton
site from MSPAC and krSPAC analysis under the assumption of
R0 mode propagation. The resolved depth of the velocity contrasts
at depths 150 and 1500 m is similar for the two methods, but the
additional resolution of layering in the upper 200 m of the model is
obvious.
Averaged VS for the upper 30 and 100 m is given in Table 2; it is

evident that the information accessible from higher frequencies by
krSPAC has a major influence on estimation of soil conditions, and
hence on the assessment of earthquake hazard, for the upper 100 m
of the Pleasanton site. Here, the difference in the 30 m average of
VS is more than 40%, and the difference in the 100 m average is

more than 20%. In terms of standard site classifications based on VS

30 (BSSC, 2001), the site class is D with krSPAC versus C with
MSPAC, which illustrates the importance of gaining the best
possible accuracy in these interpretations.

Figure 10. The krSPAC fit on radii (rm ¼ 483 m)
and circumference (rm ¼ 835 m) for the central
triangle of Figure 9a. Colors as for Figure 7. (a) Di-
rect fitting of SPAC for radii in the frequency do-
main allows useful band 0.5–1.5 Hz. (b) Direct
fitting of SPAC for circumference in the frequency
domain allows useful band 0.5–2.4 Hz. (c and d)
Use of krSPAC allows fitting over an equivalent
frequency range 0.5–4 Hz.

Figure 11. (a and b) Computed phase velocity DCs
VS versus depth for the krSPAC model and the
geopsy model, respectively. Colors as for Figure 2c.
(c and d) Interpretations of Pleasanton data for (left)
deep layers and (right) shallow layers. Thick red
line: model obtained using krSPAC on the central
triangle of Figure 9a. Thin red line: model obtained
using MSPAC on a seven-station array. Arrowed
interfaces are resolved by frequency bands approx-
imately centered on the frequencies marked.

Table 2. Average velocity VS for upper layers for Pleasanton,
using the best-fit layered-earth model from each of the two
processing methods.

Average VS MSPAC krSPAC

VS 30 422 m∕s 267 m∕s
VS 100 422 m∕s 342 m∕s
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CONCLUSION

The krSPAC method, using direct fitting of coherency spectra spa-
tially averaged in the wavenumber kr domain, allows inversion of
microtremor Rayleigh-wave data from asymmetric arrays over a
wider frequency band than alternative methods, with kr (unitless)
values in the range 25–60 achieved in examples described here,
where station separations differing by up to 30% are included in the
spatial average. In the examples presented here, we have demon-
strated that with large station spacings ranging from 400 to 900 m,
this method permits resolution of VS within the upper 10 m of near-
surface sediments, and down to a depth on the order of 2 km. The
method proves robust when compared with alternative SPAC meth-
odologies using symmetric and asymmetric arrays on a sample of
synthetic data and field data from the Santa Clara Valley, California,
and Pleasanton, California, where station spacings are irregular on
triangular arrays, which vary from 70 to 800 m side lengths.
The krSPAC method will have applications in which logistical or

noise constraints force the use of modified asymmetrical array geom-
etries at the observation sites. Use of the Rayleigh effective-mode
concept allows it to be applied where multiple modes exist with a
power partition approximating the theoretical partition expected for
vertical point sources. However, we expect the averaging process pro-
duced by addition of multiple coherency spectra will, as with all
SPAC methods, rely on some level of spatial (azimuthal) distribution
of sources for its success.
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